
LPS - METABOLIC ENDOTOXEMIA
The Leading-Edge Autoimmune Breakthrough

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

− 1. LPS-Lipopolysaccharide:

Lipo is fat, saccharide is sugar or carbohydrate. Poly is long. So LPS is a long carbohydrate made up
of fat and sugar that is in the cell wall of bacteria. It is also another word for endotoxin.

− 2. Endo:

Endotoxins are the debris created when bacteria are killed off. Not only pathogenic bacteria, but
some beneficial bacteria contain the LPS endotoxin as well. “Endo” means within the bacteria. It is
not a toxin secreted by the bacteria. It is a toxin that is part of the bacteria’s cell wall — a bacterial
coating. When the bacteria is killed off and is disintegrating, this cell wall coating breaks
into pieces. These pieces are the “LPS” These pieces of LPS can leak through a permeable gut into
the  bloodstream and cause a massive inflammatory response.

The extreme severity of the inflammatory damage is because the triggers are two- fold. Firstly, the
infiltration of this endotoxin LPS from our gut into our circulatory system is one of the most toxic
things that happens to us on a daily basis, as mentioned below. And secondly, the “leakiness”, the
porous structure of the damaged gut wall that allows for a free flow passage of this pathology.

− 3. Toxin:

Why is LPS referred to as a toxin? Simply because it is far more toxic than smoking, than drinking,
than any carcinogen that you can ingest from food. This infiltration of this endotoxin LPS from our
gut into our circulatory system is one of the most toxic things that happens to us on a daily basis.

− 4. Metabolic Endotoxemia (ME):

Previous name, “Leaky Gut”. Metabolic endotoxemia is a condition that is estimated to affect an
extremely high percentage of the western population. Leaky Gut is the old street term for ME-LPS.
This is not to be confused with ME as a label for Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. So, with all
this information being presented here, the scientific terminology has moved for it to now be
referred to more accurately as “Metabolic Endotoxemia”. The “toxemia” aspect of the name implies
a toxin that can cause a systemic toxic effect within the body that is measurable. You can measure
it with biomarkers and through inflammation. The reason it is called “endo”-toxemia is because the
toxin actually comes from within, from the gut. It’s not a toxin that we derive from the outside
world. Most simply put, “Endotoxemia” simply means high levels of endotoxins in the blood.
And Metabolic Endotoxemia is linked to a range of medical conditions including infertility,
low testosterone, obesity, Type 2 Diabetes, atherosclerosis — the brain symptoms of



Alzheimer’s disease, senile dementia, general cognitive decline, brain fog, anxiety, depression —
chronic pain  and inflamed joints, sepsis, organ failure and multiple autoimmune conditions.

So Metabolic Endotoxemia is the name now given to this health syndrome in which the toxic LPS
particles are released through the permeable gut into the bloodstream.

The explanation behind the “metabolic” aspect of the name is because most of the LPS is released
when you eat food (“eating” here being synonymous with “metabolism”). The triggers for killing
the bacteria usually come in the form of food — such as glyphosate, metals and other toxins. And
during eating you are also producing chemical compounds (for example bile and stomach acid),
that actually end up killing off the bacteria. So every time a person eats, they expose themselves to
toxins produced during the digestive process. In fact, one expert commented that eating is
the most common toxic and dangerous activity that humans do as a species. If the body is
not in a good space health-wise, even eating a healthy meal will trigger LPS release. Here, if your
intestines are too permeable, even healthy foods will drive some LPS increase which will get
into your system, and move into specific parts like your brain. These two components of eating —
toxins in the food and chemical compounds produced while eating — end up releasing the LPS
endotoxin  into circulation and kicking off the damaging autoimmune inflammatory cascade.

HEALTH IMPLICATIONS OF METABOLIC ENDOTOXEMIA

Metabolic Endotoxemia is linked to an extensive array of medical conditions. The research
confirms that markers of gut leakiness or permeability with the presence of LPS are dramatically
elevated in correlation with depression, as they are in autism, chronic fatigue, infertility, low
testosterone, obesity — rapid weight gain and the inability to lose weight — Type 2 Diabetes,
chronic constipation, atherosclerosis — the brain symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease; senile
dementia; general cognitive decline; brain fog; anxiety; depression — chronic pain and inflamed
joints, sepsis, and organ failure and multiple autoimmune disorders such as Rheumatoid Arthritis,
Fibromyalgia, Lupus, Hashimoto’s Disease, MS, Parkinson’s Disease, ALS, Celiac Disease among
many others.

However, four primary areas of concern most commonly affected are:

1) Chronic body and joint pain.
2) Brain symptoms — depression,anxiety, memory loss, brain fog.
3) Obesity — unusually rapid weight gain with the inability to lose weight.
4) Testosterone and hormonal imbalances.

Increased levels of fatigue invariably accompany all the above.

1) Chronic Pain And Persistent Inflamed Joints

All bacteria in the world can be divided into one of two groups — gram-negative bacteria
and gram-positive bacteria. Gram-negative bacteria have within their cell membranes something
called  LPS.

So  this LPS, a component of  the outer membrane of gram-negative bacteria, has been shown  to



cause inflammation and permeability in the gut with devastating autoimmune consequences.

Interestingly, LPS is a useful  tool  for  the bacteria — while inside  the bacteria. The LPS chain is a
communication tool that the bacteria use to communicate with one another. However, a problem
arises  when  the  bacteria  dies  and  that  little communication  tool,  which  is  stuck  within the
membrane, gets released. It now finds itself floating around all by itself. And by itself, it becomes a
very  potent  toxin.  If  it  enters  your  circulatory system,  it  firstly  creates  a  massive
inflammatory  immune response, both at the local site of the gut where it is escaping, and
systemically, wherever  it  goes  and  chooses  to embed  itself.  And  secondly,  LPS  suppresses our
anti-inflammatory  responses.  Even  low-dose  endotoxins can  suppress  the  cellular
anti-inflammatory  protective  mechanisms and have severely damaging consequences.

So this auto-immune activation and subsequent inflammation can occur anywhere in the body —
Leaky Gut signs and symptoms occur locally at the site — but damage frequently occurs at sites far
removed from the intestines, such as the blood brain barrier and our joints.

2) LPS Gut-Brain Connection

The human brain is inseparable from the human gut microbiome. The definition of the
human microbiome is: “the collection of microorganisms which live on us”. They live on the
skin, in the saliva and mouth, in the eyes, and in the gut — this is the area of our interest
— those microorganisms that inhabit our gastrointestinal tract. The focus in this paper is the
microorganisms inhabiting the gastrointestinal tract, referred to as the “gut microbiome” because
they form one unit with the brain having developed embryologically from the same developmental
molecule, from the same site where one went up and the other went down. Babies pick up enough
strains of bacteria to have a fully-developed microbiome within 838 days after birth.

When two cells originate from the same place, they always retain a memory for each other. The
gut microbiome has direct communication to the brain via a bidirectional highway. There are 400
times the amount of messages coming from the microbiome to the brain than from the brain
to the body. How you treat your gut bacteria is going to affect not only your gut, but your brain and
the rest of your body. And this is because we have more gut bacteria in our gut than we have cells
in our body, so we are actually more bacterial than human.

And  not  many  people  are  aware  of  these  statistics: 90%  of  your  serotonin  is  produced  in
your  stomach, 9 % in your blood platelets, and only 1% in your brain!

As a result, it is accurate to say that the microbes in our gut control the following four main brain
chemicals:

A. Dopamine

Dopamine is the main motivation neurotransmitter. Your ability to want to do things, to be excited
and to push yourself to achieve in life is associated with dopamine. The person who can
never  finish tasks or even initiate tasks has patterns of low dopamine activity.

Dopamine  plays  a  very  strong  role  in  the  control of  hormones;  Obsessive  Compulsive
Disorder;  insomnia; aggression; ADD, ADHD; and in older adults, dementia and Alzheimer’s.



Dopamine is  released when we  see  the  sugary products, and our endorphins are  released when
we  eat  it.  However, the satisfaction  does  not last  long — and  the more  you  eat,  the more you
desire. Dopamine and food triggers our “reward” center in the brain. This makes us want to keep
going back  for that dopamine hit. This drives up our serotonin,  followed by a dramatic depletion
creating a negative downward spiral of needing more and more.

B. Serotonin

Another main neurotransmitter is serotonin which strongly controls our mood. People that
typically have low serotonin find that nothing really brings them joy. With low serotonin
people find they do not really have a favorite song, favorite food or a favorite TV show. Nothing
excites  them anymore.

C. Acetylcholine

Our memory  neurotransmitter  is acetylcholine. This  controls  our  ability  to  recall  and
remember  events, to find words and to have a photographic memory.

D. GABA

Our calming down inhibitory neurotransmitter is GABA. When these levels are imbalanced,
symptoms like anxiety, nervousness, panic attacks, inability to handle stress and a restless mind
are common patterns.

Ninety percent of the optimal function or dysfunction of these four neurotransmitters, the
cornerstone of our happiness and wellbeing and how we relate to the world, is under the direct
control of our gut health — largely dictated by the degree of damage inflicted by LPS/Metabolic
Endotoxemia.

HOW THE GUT CAUSES BRAIN SYMPTOMS

Following on from the dysfunction arising from the permeability in our gut, this leads to the LPS
being able to go from the gut into the circulatory system — eventually ending up in the brain. It is
found that the LPS commonly ends up embedding itself in the many different compartments of the
brain like the amygdala and hippocampus. Now the inflammatory cytokines from the
autoimmune activation end up attacking these parts of the brain, creating plaques. These plaques
start eating away at brain tissue. A groundbreaking study has shown how in this scenario we start
losing brain function.

One of the most common debilitating symptoms of LPS is memory loss extrapolating into senile
dementia and Alzheimers. With the current research that is underway, in time LPS/ME may prove
to be undoubtedly the No. 1 trigger for memory loss.

So how exactly does LPS cause depression and anxiety? Our immune system is programmed
to identify these LPS fragments as a foreign invader and manufactures inflammatory
cytokines  to  fight them. Cytokines are like hormones — they are messengers in the body.



We have anti-inflammatory ones and inflammatory cytokines. LPS or endotoxins trigger the
inflammatory ones. This is the mechanism that explains the Gut-Brain Connection. SIBO is
the most common cause of LPS. SIBO is characterized by an overgrowth of gram-negative bacteria
in response to which the immune system has an inflammatory autoimmune response. Here
these SIBO endotoxins trigger specific inflammatory cytokines which can affect our mood —
creating  brain fog, anxiety and also depression.

Memory and sleep problems are also classic symptoms because from this bacteria overgrowth —
this  previously  described  inflammatory  process lowers  the  neurotransmitters  in  the  brain. As
a  rule,  the  more  inflamed  your  gut  becomes — the  higher  the  correlation  with  increased
brain  damage.

HOW THE HEALING PROTOCOLS OUTLINED IN THIS PAPER
CAN TREAT DEPRESSION AND ANXIETY

As mentioned above, 90% of the serotonin is produced in the gut. The specific cell in the gut that
produces serotonin is called an “enterochromaffin cell”. And the chief stimulators of these EC cells
(their abbreviation) to generate serotonin are the spore-forming bacteria found in FLORISH. These
spores have been found to produce up to seven types of neurotransmitters. Research shows that
one of the strains in FLORISH, Bacillus coagulans, is associated with bringing down clinical
depression, and at the same time alleviating IBS. There is an extremely high association between
IBS and clinical depression.

A Point Of Interest: These microbes have been producing these neurotransmitters and
compounds before humans ever existed. They use it themselves as signaling molecules. We are
merely an incorporation of a microbial community into a human construct.

3) Weight Gain And Metabolic Syndrome:

A study that was published by the American Diabetic Association that showed that once this LPS
endotoxin enters your body and interacts with your fat cells, it actually causes the fat cells to swell
— and as a consequence, you put on fat. Most weight gain is not from the process of adding more
fat cells. Weight gain is specifically from the swelling of existing fat cells. And all indications are
that LPS drives this function. The net result is a marked expansion of your current fat stores and
you end up looking fatter. Metabolic Endotoxemia is a powerful driving force for weight gain. And at
the same time, it is driving the loss of muscle mass. The net result is that weight loss
becomes  extremely difficult.

Further studies have shown that weight gain and metabolic diseases are closely linked to LPS/ME,
where people who are obese and have been overeating, or who have Type 2 Diabetes tend
to have much worse endotoxic response than people without these conditions. Several
preliminary studies on the topic show that Metabolic Endotoxemia actually induces obesity and
diabetes. And once obesity develops, it becomes an increasing source of inflammation — this
continued propagation of inflammation by adipocytes is the link between obesity and Type 2
Diabetes. So once weight is gained, adipocytes perpetuate the low-grade inflammation and a
vicious  cycle  begins.



And because this LPS is a big driver of change in fat morphology, treating this condition
successfully can have a dramatic effect on reducing cellulite.

This metabolic cause of being overweight is not a scenario that can be solved by just going to the
gym. It becomes important to address it via the specific protocols outlined in this paper.

4) Hormonal – LPS And Testosterone Production:

A new phenomenon on the hormonal health-front is now where testosterone levels start to
go down quite dramatically from our late 30’s and early 40’s. From a symptomatic standpoint, men
develop gynecomastia (man boobs) put on weight easily, lose muscle mass and have a lower sex
drive. This also increases the risk for diabetes and dementia and heart disease. The reason
the testosterone production is being affected so dramatically is because we are in this state
of constant chronic immune activation. Whenever we eat food and release LPS into our circulation
it activates the innate immune system, our very first line of defense in our immune response, which
happens to be an extremely pro-inflammatory immune response. Studies show that when
the innate immune response is activated, our body cuts down testosterone production. So
testosterone and an innate immune response are reciprocally antagonistic. Lifting heavy weights
results in our immune system being compromised. This is because testosterone goes up when we
lift heavy weights and do strenuous exercise. And as testosterone goes up, the immune
system gets somewhat compromised. However, if the immune system is chronically activated,
testosterone levels go down. This is why they are by necessity antagonistic systems. If we are ill our
bodies dedicate all kinds of caloric activity and energy to boosting the immune system to fight the
viruses and bacteria — it does not need to be producing hormones like testosterone.

So our body has developed this antagonistic system where a chronically activated immune system
causes testosterone production to go down. And studies have been clear that LPS from the
gut entering your system activates a type of immune response that shuts down testosterone
production. Now we are doing this every time we eat food. When we sit down to eat a hamburger
and a coke, the calories, the fat and the sugar response activates an inflammatory immune
response as LPS enters the body. This shuts down our testosterone production. The same
mechanism drives heart disease, diabetes, Alzheimer's and weight gain.

CAUSES OF LPS/METABOLIC ENDOTOXEMIA

It is important that people understand the link or connection between autoimmune disease and
Leaky Gut (or Metabolic Endotoxemia as it is now called).

As particles, especially LPS particles, leak out through the permeable gut lining — they move to
other parts of the body. The immune system will view these particles as threats and send out cells
to fight back, which is the perfect model of what an autoimmune condition is. Every time
an unwanted particle such as LPS or another pathogen enters the bloodstream, an immune
response is triggered. So, if the gut continues to be hyperpermeable, the immune system will be in
constant attack. Thus, when a leaky gut is not healed, it leads to continuous and body-wide
inflammation. This autoimmunity chronic activation of the innate immune system in various tissues
leads to the by-stander effect — where “self-tissues” inadvertently become targeted by the
immune system.



It is common for people with chronic GI inflammation to develop autoimmune ailments such as
Crohn’s Disease, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Fibromyalgia, Multiple Sclerosis, Hashimoto’s, SLE,
Parkinson’s and Ulcerative Colitis. However, what must be borne in mind is that these
aforementioned names given to these diseases are simply classifications for the symptoms
themselves, rather than a true diagnosis of what causes the disease and how to treat it.
The treatments for LPS/Metabolic Endotoxemia as outlined in this paper is the latest cutting
edge  treatment for addressing the “cause” of autoimmunity.

This intestinal epithelial lining of the gut forms a barrier that separates the host from the
environment. In pathologic conditions, such as the presence of LPS particles from Metabolic
Endotoxemia, the permeability of the epithelial lining may be compromised allowing the passage of
these LPS particles and other toxins, antigens, and bacteria in the lumen to enter the
bloodstream creating a “leaky gut”. Several recent reports have shown that specifically the
Bacillus family of probiotics and colostrum can reverse the leaky gut damage by enhancing the
production of cells with the medical designation of “tight junction proteins”. Impressively, in the
intestine, the front line of this barrier is maintained by only a single layer of cells that are less than
the diameter of a piece of hair cut in half lengthwise. These specialized epithelial cells are
linked  together  by  these tight junction (TJ) proteins.

The  logical  question  is  what  causes  LPS  to “leak”  from  the  intestinal  lumen  into  the
circulatory  system?

Six lifestyle choices that have been linked to chronic LPS/Metabolic Endotoxemia:

• Obesity and unhealthy foods — inflammatory and high fat foods.

• Diet induced low microbial diversity in the microbiome (not eating a wide enough range of
plant based foods) and also by over sterilizing and too much washing.

• Glyphosate and other toxins.
• Chronic alcohol consumption.

• Periodontal disease.

• Aging.

CAUSE 1:
Obesity And Unhealthy Eating – Inflammatory And High Fat Foods

The McDonalds Experiment

Before eating, measurements in blood and serum were taken, especially looking for the LPS
endotoxin and also 12 different inflammatory markers associated with chronic disease. Within five
hours of the McDonalds’ meal blood samples were measured again. These showed a six fold
increase of LPS in their circulatory systems. This toxin entered via the gut from just eating one  meal.

Significantly, the study showed it took the body two weeks to recover from that one meal in terms
of the LPS insult. Here the consequence of the high levels of inflammation was damage to multiple
organs and joints, brain and the immune system. Bearing in mind it takes two weeks to recover
from one meal, imagine the consequences when this is being repeated 2-4 times per day.



The net result is that we end up in a constant state of huge influxes of endotoxins with a dramatic
increase in inflammation. This is not a scenario that can be burned off in the gym.

And McDonalds may not even be the worst case scenario. We now know that really high caloric
meals, with extreme amounts of bad fats will induce this at an even higher level. And once the gut
permeability is damaged even eating healthy foods will cause some increase in the LPS toxins.

It  is  this  chronic,  decades  long  repetitive pattern  of  eating  the  same  high  calorie,  high
inflammatory foods that cause heart disease, Alzheimer’s, Diabetes and autoimmune diseases.

High Fat Foods

Before people jump to a low-fat diet to fight endotoxemia, it should be noted that different fats
have different effects on the body in the presence of a weakened microbiome. Initial
research indicated that even the healthy saturated fats, as chronicled by Professor Tim Noakes, may
have a damaging effect on the gut. Interestingly, coconut oil is one of the most toxic fats in
terms of endotoxemia. What we're seeing in the studies is that coconut oil causes more of the
release of  the LPS, which means there's more LPS to enter your system.

However, the MCT  (medium chain  triglycerides) aspect of coconut oil may actually be helpful as
opposed to the standard coconut.

However, more recent studies have shown that a high fat ketogenic diet is extremely desirable for
the treatment of Metabolic Endotoxemia/LPS. This points to biochemical individuality where
outcomes of the muscle testing protocol of applied kinesiology could prove to be conclusive.

Inflammatory Foods

Zonulin is the inflammatory mechanism that activates the healing pathway of the tight
junction (TJ) proteins by FLORISHTM Spore Probiotics and colostrum is zonulin. Zonulin has the
precise  antagonistic  and  opposing action to FLORISHTM Spore Probiotics and colostrum.

The release of the chemical zonulin in your intestines, tells your gut lining to “open up”.
SIBO (“SMALL INTESTINE BACTERIAL OVERGROWTH”) is the single biggest stimulus for the
release of this molecule zonulin, which widens the junctions of the gut. Other common
triggers include gluten and other inflammatory foods such as dairy, grains, dairy, pseudo-grains
and nightshades along with toxic foods, such as sugar and alcohol. Glyphosate filled GMO’s is
also a major contributor to zonulin’s role in LPS/Metabolic Endotoxemia. So incorrect eating will
not only cause inflammation in our guts, but also initiate and fuel the overgrowth of pathogenic
bacteria.

And in context of the obesity perspective, as mentioned above — further studies have shown that
weight gain and metabolic diseases are closely linked to LPS/ME, where people who are obese and
have been overeating, or who have Type 2 Diabetes tend to have much worse endotoxic response
than people without these conditions.



Several preliminary studies on the topic shows that Metabolic Endotoxemia actually induces
obesity and diabetes. And once obesity develops, it becomes an increasing source of inflammation.
This continued propagation of inflammation by adipocytes is the link between obesity and Type 2
Diabetes. So once weight is gained, adipocytes perpetuate the low-grade inflammation and a
vicious cycle begins.

CAUSE 2:
Low Diversity

A foremost healing approach for LPS damage is to improve the diversity of the microbes that live in
your gut, by introducing a wider range of plant based food. When you increase the diversity
of microbes that live in your gut, you get less of the LPS toxin leaking into your system. Diversity of
bacteria in the gut microbiome determines whether the food is digested efficiently and safely. And
if the microbiome is not healthy, toxins can pass through the gut into the bloodstream,
causing metabolic endotoxemia. The average western diet is particularly low in macronutrient
diversity, thus the food sources do not favor a diverse microbiome. Early humans consumed as
many as 600 different types of foods each year. These days at best a “healthy” individual on
an standard American diet consumes 8-10 different types of foods. PPI (proton pump
inhibitors) change the acidity of the gut — that is what they are designed to do. This changes the
environment in which the bacteria live and certain species will thrive, while certain species will be
suppressed. We then have this loss of diversity of gut bacteria that leads to leakiness of the gut and
the brain, and it sets  the stage for disaster.

The second way is to eliminate excessive antibacterial and antimicrobial products from our
personal care range. For example, using antibacterial soaps, antibacterial body washes, or
hand sanitizers three to four times a day has a detrimental impact on the microbiome via
the  LPS  pathways.

It is therefore important to look at eliminating the antimicrobial use within our households. There
are studies  that show  that households  that use chlorine-based sanitizers  (we have  this mixed up
notion that being sterile is clean) actually disrupt the microbial community in our gut significantly.
So  our  modern  world  sense  of  “clean”  is  actually harmful  for  the  microbiome  and  our
overall  health.

And at the time of writing of this article, the sterilizing for COVID-19 taking place on the planet will
be disrupting our microbiome at unprecedented levels.

CAUSE 3:
Glyphosate And Other Toxins

All of our herbicides especially glyphosate are chelators, meaning they all grab on to
essential nutrients that are required for physiological processes and then immobilize them.
When glyphosate hits our gut lining it instantly opens up the membrane making it porous



This then allows metals, many types of bacteria and viruses to get into our circulation-ultimately
ending up  in the brain.

CAUSE 4:
Periodontal Disease And Biofilms

Periodontal disease is associated with the risk of developing diabetes, arthritis and atherosclerosis.
Understanding this strong association, it becomes apparent that LPS may have a connection with
periodontal disease. In periodontal disease, gram-negative bacteria colonize the oral cavity
and typically form biofilms, which makes them impervious to antiseptics and mechanical
removal. These oral colonizing organisms have direct access to the circulatory system through
minor abrasions in the oral cavity from daily activities like eating. This provides LPS easy access
from our  oral cavity to our joints, organs and brain.

In LPS biofilms, the bacteria produce and cover themselves in a layer of slime — a roof-like
structure that is hard to penetrate. So the LPS bacteria end up embedded in this slimy substance
made up of extracellular material of DNA, proteins, lipids, and sugar molecules (polysaccharides) as
well as other large molecules, magnesium, calcium, copper, iron, mercury, lead. This biofilm
acts as a protective community for LPS bacteria where they hide from prescriptive
antibiotics, herbal antimicrobials, and the immune system. LPS bacteria seek out
“immune-privileged” sites in the body (brain tissue, joint cartilage, eyes, biofilms, and inside cells),
where they are less apt to be  targeted by immune functions.

LPS biofilm have highly organized structures and functions where they have tubes for taking
in nutrients and they communicate using various chemical messengers, almost like they have
their own cell phones. This is called “quorum sensing” and it allows the biofilm to send pockets of
the  biofilm away from the parent biofilm.

CAUSE 5:
Alcohol

Alcohol is intensely dehydrating. When we drink, alcohol dries out our intestinal lining and kills off
desirable bacterial species in our microbiome. Alcohol in the colon and the small intestine reduces
the abundance of helpful bacteria that calm inflammatory activity. This eventually causes intestinal
damage or even Leaky Gut by dissolving the mucus on the intestinal lining which is
ultimately  responsible for the proper function of the gut barrier.

The intestinal epithelium (the barrier) ends up with increased permeability due to altered controls
of the paracellular pathway as a result of alcohol consumption.

With  a  more  “open”  intestinal  epithelium,  the LPS  toxins  from  the  lumen  are  allowed  to
pass  through into the basolateral space more readily. Some studies have also been able to
demonstrate a  direct  dose  dependency  on  this phenomenon  where  the  degree  of  alcohol
consumption  is  directly correlated to the amount of circulating LPS endotoxin.

CAUSE 6:



Aging

The longer toxins sit in your body, the more your immune system declines, and the harder it is for
you to recover and get back to good health.

SUPPLEMENTS FOR TREATING THE
LPS/METABOLIC ENDOTOXEMIA SYNDROME

1. FLORISHTM Spore Probiotics

The Role of Probiotics

As the human species we are at the top of the evolutionary ladder. We are at the top of the food
chain. We have dominated every other species on earth. But when we drill down to it, it is really
mysterious how we have actually achieved that feat. For example, we used to believe that
everything about us was dictated by our DNA. So you would think with the level of sophistication
that we have as a species, we would have a massive amount of DNA. But as it turns out, we have
got about 22,000 genes. And that may sound like a lot. However when you compare it to a rice
plant that has 42,000 genes, it emerges that we are about half as sophisticated as a rice plant. And
an earthworm has over 40,000 genes. A flea has 32,000 genes. So if we are half as sophisticated as
an earthworm, the question arises: “How did we climb to the top of the evolutionary ladder?” To
answer this we have to understand the definition of the word microbiome: “The entire collection of
microorganisms in the human body where a predominance of bad bacteria creates ill — health and
vice versa”.

And as it turns out, we have over 3.5 million bacterial genes in and on our microbiome
that conduct over 90 % of our biological functions on a day-to-day basis. The staggering conclusion
of this is that the scientific studies attempting to understand the human body and its
disease processes have only been looking at our cells and our DNA — which is only 10% or less of
what the human body actually is. We are finally tapping into the other 90%. This translates
into the understanding that the state of our microbiome dictates our function on the planet
— this population of bacteria, viruses, protozoa, amoeba that live in and on our system
really offer us 90% of our daily biological activity that makes us human. The beneficial
bacteria, such as the Bacillus probiotic genus, can not only be good for us, but are actually vital to
our survival.

The Balance

The key words to grasp when trying to attain bacterial health is “dysbiotic flora”. This simply
means an imbalance of good and bad bacteria. And it is very hard to tell where that imbalance is —
what good bacteria are low and what bad bacteria are too high. The tests for that are
unfortunately not as accurate as they ideally should be.

Only One Probiotic Strain Survives In The Human Body

A crucial breakthrough was when the Keystone strains of probiotics were discovered. These are
the only uniquely universal strains that are compatible with all of our guts. They have a capability of



reconditioning the dysbiotic flora, where they act as the orchestrators of the microbiome. They
read the entire microbial environment and orchestrate what needs to go up or down. The key to
understand why they are different  from any other probiotic bacteria on the market is that these
Keystone  strains, marketed  in  South  Africa  under the  name  “FLORISHTM Spore Probiotics”, are
bacterial  spores and  not the bacteria found in conventional probiotics today.

So these Keystone strains that are gut-reconditioning microorganisms, significantly different from
any other known strains — being bacterial spores, not merely “friendly bacteria” — have the
research behind themselves to examine the difference between Keystone and other probiotics.

Companies manufacturing the conventional style of probiotics aim to improve digestion, nutrient
absorption, immunity, or diarrhea. However the overarching goal of any probiotic should be
to protect the human host. According to research, probiotics that reduce the effects of Leaky Gut
are  the most effective in reaching this goal. This is what the bacterial spores in FLORISH accomplish.

These Keystone strains finally offer an understanding around the confusion of why we have been
instructed to keep our probiotics supposedly alive in the fridge — assuming they cannot survive
24°C on our shelves, but we then put them into our body with a temperature of 36°C and with a PH
of 1. Most people do not know that the stomach acid in your stomach is so strong that if you
happened to touch it with your finger, it would burn off your fingerprints. And a drop would burn a
hole through your foot. Anything that is harsh kills off most bacteria. So when revisiting the viability
of probiotics on the market — of over 45 of the top-selling probiotics in the retail market
that were tested recently by scientists, not one of them survived the gastric pH. One of the
leading researchers, Dr. Krishnan, concluded that the vast majority of the billions of dollars that
people are spending on probiotics is being spent on: “just dead bacteria moving through your
system,  and  then you’re pooping them out 12 hours later”.

So the challenge for the FLORISHTM Spore Probiotics bacterial spores is firstly to enter an
environment of 36°C, and then to survive through 25 feet of the intestinal tract into the colon,
colonize — and then further, compete with 100 trillion other bacteria. The research team set
out to investigate which fundamental features of a probiotic would allow it to both survive
in  the  gut  and  combat  Metabolic Endotoxemia.

The research interestingly revealed that these Keystone spores have a naturally developed armor
like  coating,  a  protein-calcified  layer  that they  self-engineer, that  did  allow  them  to  survive
through the three following stages encountered in the digestive tract.

The  first step is  the stomach acid which acts as an actual physical barrier. Here  the hydrochloric
acid’s  role  is  to  kill  off  microbes  that  are trying  to  enter  the  system  through  food  and other
exposure. If something does get past the stomach acid, then the second gauntlet are the bile salts.
Bile salts are released into the duodenum itself. Those are very strong antimicrobials and part of
their  function is  to act as an antimicrobial  to protect  the system against bacteria coming in on a
regular basis. The final gauntlet were the pancreatic enzymes that help digest food — but they also
act as antimicrobials.

The Keystone bacterial spores proved to be the only bacteria capable of passing all three barriers
while playing a pivotal role in the microbiome. There are millions of different species of bacteria
out there. Very few of them have this unique capability. Their coating endows them this



very unique capability of being outside of the body, and then coming into the body through
the oral route and still surviving and getting to the intestines. The next step for the research team
was to test whether they could improve the microbiome enough to protect against Metabolic
Endotoxemia.

A handful of preclinical trials showed that the moment these bacterial spores moved into the small
intestine — they broke out of their armor-like coating and went to work straight away as the gut
restorers, gut orchestrators killing off LPS and other bad bacteria.

The conventional strains there that are found in probiotics such as the Lactobacillus and the
Bifidobacterium are all dead bacteria. Some of those dead bacteria can have a stimulatory effect as
they pass through the gut. However this is only a symptomatic temporary relief. The reason the
effect wears off is because all probiotic strains,other than the Keystone spores, have a metabolic
stimulatory effect only and are not able to effect a functional change within the gut and
the microbiome. This explains why a patient does feel some benefit from the conventional
probiotics,
but that benefit is short lived.

What transpired was that even if the conventional probiotics did survive digestion, they were not
the strains that could thrive in the low-oxygen environment of the gut. Unfortunately, some of the
easiest probiotics to manufacture, and therefore the most commonly available, only make up a
small fraction of the necessary bacterial strains found in a healthy microbiome. As an example, the
commonly prescribed Lactobacillus Acidophilus only makes up a small fraction, in the eighth
or ninth percentile. In a healthy human gut microbiome, there are not very high levels of L.
Acidophilus present.

The aim of a probiotic should be to always functionally change and repair the imbalance in the gut
barrier, allowing it to function in the manner it was designed — specifically to maintain the
communication between the gut and the brain, and to prevent toxins such as LPS from entering.
Only the Keystone range has been shown to achieve this. Clinical research was repeatably able to
demonstrate that just by using these Keystone probiotic spores for 30 days, patients were able to
reduce the amount of the most toxic bacteria, LPS, from entering the body by almost 60%.

The Keystone Strains

The  genus (meaning  the  family  of  bacteria)  that contains  these  Keystone  strains  is  the
Bacillus family. This is not to be confused with Lactobacillus.

Bacillus indicus, Bacillus coagulans, Bacillus claussi, and Bacillus licheniformis are the five most well
known and well studied strains that make up the Keystone range. There is extensive evidence to
show  that  these  Keystone  spore-forming  probiotics actually  heal  a  leaky  gut  and  decrease
Metabolic  Endotoxemia.  No  such  verification  has ever  been  demonstrated  with Lactobacillus
or Bifidobacteria.

The bacterial spores found in FLORISHTM Spore Probiotics, are uniquely equipped to function as
probiotics. The spores form a robust endosphere to protect them from harsh environments. When
they leave the body through defecation, the spores go into an endospore state. In this state
they are metabolically inactive and cover themselves with a thick protein-calcified coat that



makes them impervious to dangers such as UV radiation, desiccation, heat, and acid.
Bacterial spores can exist in this dormant, protected state indefinitely. This is what allows them
to pass through the gastric system intact and into the gut, where they can come out of their spore
form into their active form.

Conclusion

Introducing Keystone probiotic strains into your system actually fixes the core problem — the
barrier function and the leakiness of the gut. And if we prevent the toxic LPS bacteria from
entering the body every time we eat, we can dramatically reduce the risk for virtually 90%
of  chronic illness.

NOTE: All  these  Keystone  strains  are  available in  South  Africa  in  a  product  under  the  label
“FLORISHTM Spore Probiotics”.

2. COLOSTRUM

“Colostrum and the creation of stem cells from colostrum is the most powerful healing substance
in the world. If it were not for colostrum, the human race would not even exist,” states Dr. Robert
Heinerman, Ph.D

Andrew Keech, PhD, a world-renowned authority on gut health is quoted as saying: “There
are many one-note players on the health food store shelves that can heal damaged intestines —
only  colostrum plays the entire symphony”.

Colostrum is not a supplement ; it is a whole food.

Colostrum Seals Our Intestinal Wall

At birth we have a very high degree of intestinal permeability, allowing us to easily and
rapidly absorb nutrients and antibodies from Mom’s milk. By the end of our first week, our gut
junctions become much tighter and more selective. Colostrum triggers this shift in newborns
thanks to a component called lactoferrin, which nourishes the lining of the digestive tract
and reduces symptoms of Leaky Gut. Colostrum seals the intestinal wall so successfully that
doctors have begun using bovine colostrum to heal Leaky Gut in adults! Colostrum is produced for
less than one week after the baby is born, but the digestive benefits of breastfeeding do not stop
there! Research has revealed that infants acquire 40% of their microbiome at the breast, largely
from colostrum.

Colostrum Eliminates LPS And Other Micro-Organisms

There is a substantial body of scientific data that shows evidence that dietary
supplementation with bovine colostrum can provide immediate protection to infections — viral,
bacterial and toxins like LPS — by virtue of the antibodies and anti-microbial peptides that
are contained within colostrum. Colostrum delivers these pre-formed antibodies to the
gastrointestinal tract, providing immediate pathogen-specific antibody protection.



Immunoglobulin A (IgA) — the predominant immunoglobulin in colostrum — effectively
prevents  gastrointestinal  infections  thereby  it forestalls LPS development.

And colostrum has its own antibacterial properties — but the exciting part is how colostrum helps
facilitate the lifetime control of pathogens along with Bacillus probiotics (FLORISH), thereby
arresting some of the most difficult infections known to man.

Colostrum Reverses Inflammation

Proline Rich Polypeptides or PRPs, crucial for our immune function, exist naturally in the
human body only in small amounts. However PRP’s are prolific in colostrum where they
provide an extremely important immune modulating component to combat inflammation. All
diseases in the human body are initially the result of a cytokine imbalance (inflammation)
manifested in the form  of symptoms associated with that disease/condition.

As cytokine precursors, PRP’s can help stimulate an underactive immune system or down regulate
an overactive immune system as seen in autoimmune disease (MS, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Lupus,
Scleroderma, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, allergies, ETC). PRP’s have been shown to improve
or eliminate symptoms of both allergies and autoimmune conditions, such as pain, swelling,
and  inflammation.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the most important component in colostrum that acts to regulate and balance the
immune system are the PRPs. Studies suggest that this biological activity is important for adults
with over- or under-active immune systems as well as for newborns. Colostrum and its
components also have significant anti-bacterial, anti-viral, anti-toxin and antifungal activities.
Colostrum and its growth factors enhance muscle protein synthesis, wound healing, cartilage
formation, and bone repair, benefit

GI  tract  structure and  function, and are anti-inflammatory and anti-allergenic.  Colostrum and its
components exert their biological activities when given orally, as a dietary supplement.

And in  regard  to  the question of dairy  sensitivity, colostrum is not dairy based. Colostrum is  the
pre-milk. It is produced before the milk “comes in”.

Alpha Lipid Lifeline Colostrum Is 100% Pure From New Zealand

Colostrum  produced  in  New  Zealand  has  earned world  wide  respect  for  its  purity  and
quality. Researchers and users of this unequalled health supplement have long been convinced that
New  Zealand  dairy  farmers  produce  the  world’s best.  New  Image™ International’s  exclusive
Alpha  Lipid™ technology  coats  colostrum  particles, protecting  the  nutrients  as  they  pass
through  our  harsh stomach environment. The Alpha Lipid™ coating is both water and fat soluble,
improving the  spread  and  absorption  of  colostrum particles  into  our  bodies.  The  company
has  had  over  8,000  scientific  studies  done, and  over  400  clinical  reports  published  validating
the  efficacy  of  this  product.



The healthy green grass on which the cows feed produce beneficial enzymes which are found in
the colostrum and aid in its assimilation. The intensely managed, year-round pasturelands in New
Zealand result in the cows requiring little or no supplemental grains.

3. KINESIOBALANCE “BRAIN” FORMULA

The key to improving brain function centers around a hormone in the brain called “brain derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF)”. BDNF is vital in our key brain circuits involving emotional and
cognitive function. BDNF is a key regulator in learning and memory, and also promotes
“neuroplasticity”. Neuroplasticity is the ability of the brain to change throughout life — where we
once believed the adult brain reached a peak at around the age of 25 and then began a
slow decline. This newly discovered ability to rewire, implies the brain is like plastic,
malleable. Nutrition, correct eating and specific brain supplements, exercise, implementing a “use
it or lose it” approach — maintains the brain circuitry and keeps the brain active, forming the
basis for a neuroplasticity protocol. The supplement protocol outlined in this paper is the
optimum latest cutting edge science for rewiring our brains under the neuroplasticity
paradigm. Colostrum, already mentioned for its role in gut and immune function, has
“Proline Rich Polypeptides” or PRPs. These components of colostrum have tremendous
benefits for the brain. Several lines of evidence indicate colostrum’s ability to rebuild the BDNF
hormone.

Brain Formula (Kinesiobalance Range)

Nootropics, the name for brain supplements, especially walk a fine line where certain “nootropic”
remedies can stimulate one factor more than others, potentially leading to an imbalance.

The  composition  of  Brain  Formula  was  collated using  applied  kinesiology’s  muscle  testing
protocols. The  outcome is a  synergy where  the four  nootropics involved — Bacopa, N-Acetyl,  L
Carnitine, Phosphatidylcholine and DMAE — optimally organize the brain’s signaling potential.

4. KINESIOBALANE “BIOFILM” AND “DENTAL AND FOCI” FORMULAS

Kinesiobalane Biofilm Formula

Instead of directly attacking the LPS bacteria, this formula works by interfering with the quorum
sensing of the biofilm described above. It disconnects their “telephone” and the bacteria lose their
ability to reproduce.

Kinesiobalance Dental Formula

A unique blend of homeopathic nosodes targeting all the known infections found in gum disease.

5. KINESIOBALANCE “INFLAMMATION” FORMULA

LPS  starts  in  the  gut. If  you  look  at  the definition  — all  gut  diseases  model  one  reality —
“inflammation of the gut”.



Lipopolysaccharide, or LPS, is a huge chronic inflammatory trigger. From local gut symptoms, as it
leaks into our circulatory system producing painful joints and fibromyalgia, to the
inflammatory process that lowers the neurotransmitters in the brain-the more inflamed your gut
is, the more debilitated the brain brain becomes — the list is endless. So many current
diseases  have  auto
immune inflammation at their core.

Kinesiobalance Inflammation Formula

With  its  specific  kinesiology  tested  combination of  herbal  remedies,  this  formula is  an
optimal  formula to arrest the inflammatory cytokines cascade.

6. KINESIOBALANCE “LEAKY GUT” FORMULA

The toxic molecule zonulin, which opens up the junctions of the gut, requires the healing process of
proteins called “tight junction (TJ) proteins” for the healing process.

Kinesiobalance Leaky Gut Formula

This formula is an essential part of this treatment regime to heal the permeability of our gut lining.

BONUS POINTS

• Purpose

When we have no purpose, certain specific functional components of the hazardous “fight
or flight” response pathways remain continually activated. If this happens sporadically —
once or twice a day — our system has the ability to deal with it. However, when this
pathway fires consistently, inflammation takes hold of our body. When we have a purposeful
life,  the  cortisol  and the epinephrine is decreased. So a priority for health is to have a purpose.

• Exercise With Purpose

Exercise helps increase the barrier function of the gut. A study showed that 30 minutes of even
low intensity exercise before a meal did have some reduction in the amount of this LPS endotoxin
getting into the system.

In the context of brain function, exercise is effective at boosting BDNF levels. Reminder from
earlier, the key to improving brain function centers around a hormone in the brain called “brain
derived neurotrophic factor” (BDNF). BDNF is vital in our key brain circuits involving
emotional and cognitive function. BDNF is a key regulator in learning and memory, and also
promotes “neuroplasticity”. And again, when people exercise, their brain gets flooded with
dopamine.

Multiple studies have shown that the incidence of dementia, Alzheimer’s and other brain diseases
alters because of simply moving with purpose. This outcome is not only because of the



microbiome.

It is because during exercise, when the big muscles in your body are being moved, that
automatically increases the blood flow to your brain. And the corollary, if you sit around and
stagnate, the little blood vessels in your brain also stagnate. As a consequence small areas in the
brain start to become ischemic, which simply means there isn’t enough blood flow. The spin off
from this is that these centers start to atrophy, resulting in a rapid decline in brain function.

So the key teaching here is: “move with purpose”.

Dr. Frans Kromhout

Cape Town, South Africa
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FLORISHTM SPORE PROBIOTICS

FLORISHTM Spore Probiotics offers a unique combination of five Bacillus bacteria strains with Fulvic
Acid. This unique formulation effectively and progressively reconditions the entire gut, to provide
the optimal environment for restoration of gut-microbial diversity, and your overall health and
wellbeing.

MEET THE FLORISHTM Spore Probiotics Bacillus SPORES:

B. SUBTILIS B. INDICUS B. LICHENFORMIS B. CLAUSII B. COAGULANS

∼ Produces over
twelve affective

antibiotics.

∼ Widely used,
safe, and highly

effective.
∼ Produces

Nattokinase
and vitamin
K2.

∼ Highly
important for

immune
development:

GALT (Gut
Associated
Lymphatic
Tissue).

∼ Potent
immune

stimulation.

∼ Produces
high  levels of

carotenoids:
lycopene,

axtaxanthin,
beta-carotene,

and lutein.
∼ Produces

quinols and
vitamins.

∼ The most
effective
antioxidant
probiotic.

∼ Produces
antibiotic
bacitracin.

∼ Produces
protease and
improves
protein
digestion.
∼ Produces

whole  spectrum
of B

vitamins,
including folate

(vitamin B9).

∼ Most widely
used probiotic

in the world.
∼ Potent
immune

stimulator.

∼ Antibiotic
resistant for
use during
antibiotic
treatment.

∼ Strongly
studied  with

long
history of use in

IBS, Crohn’s,
and
Ulcerative
Colitis.

∼ Produces L+
optical form of

lactic acid.
∼ Potent
immune

stimulation –
keep in mind
that the
naturally

produced gut
antibiotics
target only

pathogens and
fungus’s,
further
protecting
your
health.

WHY PROBIOTICS IN SPORE FORM?

In understanding spores, think seeds — and just as seeds are naturally preserved until they reach
the right soil and environmental conditions — so spores are the natural method of preservation
for bacteria. Spore-forming bacteria are unaffected by heat (NO need for refrigeration), stomach
acids, or the digestive process — and hatch into active microbes where they’re supposed to be,
within the colon. With this spore form of probiotics, you will get 100% of what is in your
daily  dose.



WHY ONLY FIVE SPECIES OF BACTERIA?

How can only five species of bacteria help, when there are an estimated 20,000+ species in your
gut? The microbes within the gut are highly competitive. However,  there  appears  to  be  an
exception  with  these  five Bacillus bacteria. Because they  progressively recondition the gut,
improving the gut environment for ALL the species of beneficial  bacteria, they are tolerated
throughout the gut as essential.

This enables the gut microbia to increase in diversity — the gut is regulated, overgrowths are
eliminated, and natural gut-antibiotics are produced to wipe out fungal infections. These five
species of Bacillus bacteria are thus the regulators/“police” of the gut, having a profound effect on
the health of the gut as a whole. Leaky Gut issues diminish and disappear — food intolerances and
allergies do likewise — simply because the gut is becoming progressively healthier, by virtue of the
introduction of these vital gut healing strains.

It has been established that microbial diversity is the key to a healthy gut, and a healthy gut is the
key to increased immune tolerance, which is the single governing factor determining how robust
your health is, or isn’t.

POSSIBLE HEALTH BENEFITS OF SUPPLEMENTING WITH FLORISHTM Spore
Probiotics:

✔ Refurbish, RESTORE, and recondition the entire gut — AND increase gut-microbial diversity by
up to 50% — in just the first 30 days.

✔ Reduce inflammation throughout the body.

✔ Reduction in aches and pains and physical strain.

✔ Relieving symptoms of rheumatoid arthritis.

✔ Reduces food intolerances and allergies.

✔ Repairs “Leaky Gut Syndrome”1

✔ Helps with the healing of IBS, Crohn’s disease, Ulcerative Colitis, ETC.

✔ Effectively reduce and eliminate small intestinal bacterial overgrowth (SIBO).

✔ Potent immune stimulation.

✔ Collectively  produce  more  than thirteen natural gut-antibiotics — which  target  infections,
pathogens, and fungus within the body.

✔ Help prevent recurrent respiratory infections in children.

✔ Produce the full range of B vitamins in the gut, where it is best absorbed for the body. ✔
Produce high levels of antioxidants such as lycopene, axtaxanthin, beta-carotene, and lutein. ✔
Produces Nattokinase and vitamin K2 (what Dr. Weston A. Price called “Activator X”). ✔
Produces protease for optimal protein utilisation.

✔ Improved mental state, moods, and diminished cravings.
1 https://www.wjgnet.com/2150-5330/full/v8/i3/117.htm



We really want to emphasize the need to start SLOW, especially if a person is sensitive or already
experiencing gut issues/imbalances or other health problems. Some people experience NO
detox/”die-off” symptoms — others only have mild “die-off” symptoms (such as a light headache,
some bloating, and feeling somewhat unwell) — and then others have severe detox reactions
(such as diarrhea, stomach cramps, bloating, ETC). The detox period is also so individualistic
—
Some feel health improvements in the first two weeks, some only after four weeks, and
even others only after four to six weeks. If experiencing detox/“die-off”, lower the dose
and/or  take a dose every other day.

When first starting on FLORISHTM Spore Probiotics, during the possible detox period, many
have found it helpful to take the dose in the evening, with/after supper, before sleeping, that any
detox symptoms (such as a headache) are lessened, or not felt at all, while asleep. It’s also very
important to be drinking  sufficient water daily, while on FLORISHTM Spore Probiotics.

Typical dosing guideline is as follows:
WEEK 1: 1 Capsule Every Other Day
WEEK 2: 1 Capsule Every Day
WEEK 3: Full Adult Dose of 2 Capsules, Taken At the Same Time, Once A Day

This typical dosing recommendation is to be scaled accordingly for children (and PETS), depending
on age/weight.

Best taken with a meal. As bacterial spores can tolerate heat (up to 180°C), capsules may
be opened to sprinkle contents on soft foods, water, juice, or other non-carbonated beverages for
easy  consumption.

Once on the full dose, one can also double up on the dose — taking 2 capsules, twice a day (still
with a meal), for an intense healing period — for example, after antibiotic treatment, times
of illness/stress, recovering from severe gut/health issues, ETC. It is best to work with a practitioner
— and for a person to listen and be in tune to their own body, for when it would be a good idea to
double up, and/or when to scale down to a lower/maintenance dose.

FLORISHTM Spore Probiotics can be  taken  during antibiotic treatment — however,  it’s not  to  be
taken with the  antibiotic, but must be taken 4 hours away from the antibiotic dose.

Safe for pregnant and breastfeeding women — ALWAYS consult your doctor and/or midwife.
NO GMO — NO Artificial Flavours or Colourants — VEGAN
Does NOT Contain: Dairy, Wheat, Corn, Rice, Salt, Sugar, or Soy

For product info on FLORISHTM Spore Probiotics, contact Colette Veldsman
072 703 3616 | colette.veldsman@gmail.com www.sebastiansiebertsupplements.com

DISCLAIMER: FLORISHTM Spore Probiotics is a natural probiotic food supplement, therefore no medical claims are made  or  inferred,
no  claims  regarding  ameliorating,  curing  or positively  affecting  any  medical  conditions, the  above  content provided for
informational purposes based on information and studies undertaken by numerous progressive and leading probiotic manufacturers

worldwide.

http://www.sebastiansiebertsupplements.com


Typical Probiotics FLORISHTM Spore Probiotics
Majority are strains of

Lactobacillus/Bifidobacter.
Strains of spore-forming Bacillus.

Fragile/Sensitive, killed by stomach  acid/digestive
process. Why there is a need  for protective

manufacturing technology.

Extremely hardy, NOT killed by stomach
acid/digestive process. No need for  protective

manufacturing technology.  Spore-forming strains
are naturally  designed to be hardy when in their

endo spore/“dormant” state.

IF high quality product, or very high dose  per strain,
or protected capsule, you are maybe (though very

unlikely), only getting up to 20% of the dose (likely to
actually be  less than 5% survivability).

100% survivability, 100% of dose arrives in  the gut
(proven by study). Nothing lost.

Requires a healthy mucosal lining for
colonization.

Readily germinate and colonize, the gut is  their
home environment.

Main exposure/seeding of microbiome is  via
vaginal birth and breastfeeding, as an  infant.

Colonies are mainly maintained by  diet/prebiotics.

Main exposure used to be from dirt/nature,  modern
times have made supplementation  necessary.

Colonize indefinitely IF (1) dose survives  stomach
acid/digestion, (2) mucosal lining  remains healthy,

(3) diet includes
prebiotics, (4) and not killed by antibiotics.

Transient in the gut, colonize for 7-21 days  before
leaving the gut, why routine

exposure is REQUIRED to maintain levels.

Not personalized/unique to YOUR
microbiome … are the product’s strains  what you

need, at those numbers? Really  such a few strains,
in comparison to the  20,000+ in the gut.

These five Bacillus strains are the
regulators/“police” of the gut, work

personalized/unique to YOU. Have the  ability to
read the microbial environment  (called “quorum

sensing”), and
restore/balance the gut, and carry on
maintaining and protecting the gut.

Can be beneficial on a SUB-level. Latest  research
calls these strains “metabolic  response

stimulators”.

Work on a HIGHER level. Can be thought  of as the
“Bosses”, “Orchestrators” or  “Shepherds” of the gut,

with ALL the  20,000+ microbes of the gut as the
“sheep”.

True definition of a PRO-biotic, uplifting and  supporting
ALL the other microbes of the  gut, increasing

microbial diversity, SO  important for overall health.

Keystone strains of the gut, critical for gut  health.
Truly gut commensal.

Support the healing and maintenance of gut
lining (Leaky Gut).




